Congratulations!
Now It's Time To Get Ready.

Time to get ready for your new hot tub! The first
thing to do is run your electrical. Next up will be a
hard reasonably level surface. Here are some things
to remember when starting your project:

• 3/4" flexible conduit is the perfect size for a clean install.
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This will be stubbed up at one corner (not under) the spa.
Please make sure is is long enough and already contains the
proper gauge of wire

• Make sure your electrical is long enough. It's better to be
too long than too short. We don't carry electrical supplies.

• Service access is a must! If you are building around your
hot tub, you MUST have access to all 4 sides. This means
trap doors or removable panels. This also means deck
supports that are removed with the panels. If we can't
access it, we can't fix it.

Access is something else very important. The majority of
hot tubs are delivered on their side on a big dolly. We
can go over any surface but we also have some
limitations. Here are some more things to remember
about delivery of your new Jacuzzi.

What to expect on delivery day:
Step 1. Spa is delivered within a
predetermined 3 hour window and set
in place by the delivery crew.
Accessories and care products will
come separately.
Step 2. Your setup is automatically
scheduled to start within a 2 hour
hour window after your delivery
window. This person will be bringing
the remainder of your accessory items

•We normally deliver a hot tub on its side so that means we need the
height of the spa plus at least 1". For Jacuzzi brand that means
anywhere from 33" to 47" in width for delivery access to the site.
•We also need to consider overhead clearance. In other words we
need the width of the spa plus 2". In other words, a Jacuzzi brand
spa will need anywhere from 68" to 96" of over head clearance
depending on model.
•4 steps is about the maximum we can go up with a hot tub. If you
have more than that then you may need additional man power for
delivery which is an additional charge. Same rules apply for
extremely steep inclines.

Step 3. Setup and orientation will
take 2-3 hours. If for some reason you
are not ready for setup on delivery day
please let us know at the time your
delivery is scheduled.

•Not everybody has access all the way to where they want their hot
tub. At this point, a crane is going to be necessary. It sounds scarier
than it really is but a crane delivery is usually very simple and straight
forward. Crane costs start at $350 and up but rarely exceed $2000.

Step 4. Wait for heat and enjoy!

•Every once and awhile a forklift is used for delivery. In this instance, a
forklift rental usually runs between $300 and $500.

Referrals: Electrician - Nick Melendez Volt Electric (760) 822-9743, Deck Construction - Matt Nelson
Nelsonbuilt (619) 302-0633, Concrete - Mike David Masonry (760) 801-3384

